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As one of the home window to open the new world, this The Gate (Dark Path Series #1) By KT Grant
provides its incredible writing from the author. Released in one of the popular authors, this book The Gate
(Dark Path Series #1) By KT Grant turneds into one of the most needed publications just recently. Really,
the book will not matter if that The Gate (Dark Path Series #1) By KT Grant is a best seller or not. Every
book will constantly provide best sources to obtain the viewers all finest.

About the Author
KT Grant is a self-proclaimed eccentric redhead who not only loves to read a wide variety of romances, but
also loves writing it. Under her alter-ego, she is a well-known book  blogger who doesn't shy away from
voicing her opinion. A proud native of New Jersey, KT is multi-published and writes Gay, Lesbian and
Straight romance. KT has been a top ten best-selling author at Amazon, as well as being a multiple All
Romance Ebooks best seller and a Night Owl Reviews Top Author Pick.

KT loves to hear from readers. You can drop KT an email at ktgrnt@gmail.com.
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Book The Gate (Dark Path Series #1) By KT Grant is one of the priceless well worth that will make you
always rich. It will certainly not indicate as rich as the cash offer you. When some individuals have lack to
encounter the life, people with many publications sometimes will be wiser in doing the life. Why ought to be
book The Gate (Dark Path Series #1) By KT Grant It is actually not meant that publication The Gate (Dark
Path Series #1) By KT Grant will give you power to get to every little thing. The e-book is to check out and
also what we meant is guide that is read. You could also view how the publication entitles The Gate (Dark
Path Series #1) By KT Grant and also numbers of book collections are providing below.

By checking out The Gate (Dark Path Series #1) By KT Grant, you can understand the knowledge and points
even more, not just about exactly what you receive from people to people. Schedule The Gate (Dark Path
Series #1) By KT Grant will be more trusted. As this The Gate (Dark Path Series #1) By KT Grant, it will
really offer you the good idea to be effective. It is not only for you to be success in specific life; you can be
successful in everything. The success can be begun by recognizing the basic knowledge as well as do
activities.

From the combination of knowledge and also actions, somebody could boost their ability as well as ability. It
will certainly lead them to live and also work better. This is why, the students, employees, or perhaps
employers ought to have reading practice for books. Any publication The Gate (Dark Path Series #1) By KT
Grant will certainly provide particular expertise to take all perks. This is just what this The Gate (Dark Path
Series #1) By KT Grant tells you. It will include more expertise of you to life and work better. The Gate
(Dark Path Series #1) By KT Grant, Try it as well as show it.
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A chance encounter between a successful author and a billionaire owner of an underground BDSM club,
leads to the most pivotal relationship of their lives…

Erika Walsh has carried a torch for Christopher Milton, heir to her father’s publishing empire for years. After
one steamy make out session she begins to wonder if it might develop into something more. But when M. L.
Crawford, better known as Max, her father’s publishing rival, seeks her out at a society event, she’s drawn to
his magnetic charisma and powerful demeanor. Their verbal bantering and innuendo laced overtones stir
feelings she never knew existed, and soon Erika is consumed with knowing the real man under Max’s
restrained public façade.

Erika’s sweet nature and naivety excites Max to near madness. He wants to train her in the art of seduction
and make her succumb to his every wish and command…as his perfect submissive. Yet, Christopher is
determined to keep Erika from becoming the latest victim of Max’s sinister sexual hungers. He knows all too
well what Max hides in his black soul and will stop at nothing to reveal all of Max’s secrets in order to
protect the one thing he holds dear above all else- Erika.

Max’s dark desires scare yet arouse Erika, as he opens her eyes to a new bold world full of passion and
ecstasy she never imagined until him. But the biggest question remains: Is Erika’s craving for Max just an
illusion that transpires behind the walls of The Gate?
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3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
3.5 stars. Enjoyed the book, but would've liked a more finished ending.
By mlsimmons
3.5 stars.

Erika starts off as a weak character, but grows throughout the story. She tends to have panic attacks when out



in large crowds, but is strong enough to face her fears.

Chris, who is her retiring father's right hand man, starts of the story looking like the best guy in the world,
but starts to show his true colors pretty quickly when Erika quits following him around with puppy dog eyes.

Max, who is her father's and family business's biggest competitor, starts off the book as the lesser of the two
men. He talks about wanting to take over the company. When he first sees Erika, I'm thinking he was going
to use her to help him achieve this goal. This is not the case.

Chris and Max have a past history. Max had dated Chris's older sister, who is also completely unstable. The
question becomes, was she that way before or just after Max and her split up. Chris is pretty sure it she is
unstable because of the sexual deviant lifestyle that Max introduces her to.

There is also Christine, who is Max's business partner in The Gate, a BDSM club in Brooklyn. She is a great
secondary character who I hope will get her own story told at some point. She has quite a history and I think
her story is one that deserves to be told. I also hope she gets a happily ever after is some way.

Overall, I enjoyed this book. If you like Tiffany Reisz, you will notice many similarities, but no priest
(damn). I could really see the influence that Tiffany had on this book. I could also see the small part that the
Sleepy Beauty Trilogy had on the book as well. The pony play is very similar, but these are all willing
individuals, unlike the Anne Rice books.

I give it 3.5 stars instead of 4 only because of the ending. To me it was not only a cliffhanger, but the ending
really felt unfinished. I have way too many unanswered questions that I felt should've been answered in this
book and not pushed to the next book. I'm not a fan of cliffhangers in any sense. They drive me crazy, but
this seems more to me than that, like I said unfinished. I can't go into really anymore without spoilers for the
ending.

All that being said, I did enjoy the book and can't wait for the next one. I hope see where all the characters
go. I have some ideas in my head, where I think they are going. With some, I hope I'm right and with others,
I hope I'm wrong.

**Book was provided to me by the author. This review is my opinion and was not requested or provoked in
anyway by the author.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Hot, but not always realistic
By FloridaDee
This book was raw and edgy. It's definitely NOT a book for someone who is afraid to explore the darker side
of BDSM - most of the sex scenes in here are not "pretty" or tied up in neat little bows. The language can be
crude, and the situations are definitely very adult. The writing is well done, and the sex can be very erotic,
but it is definitely brutal and hard. It's a good exploration of a BDSM Club atmosphere/lifestyle.

At times I found myself getting annoyed with the main character Erika; it was difficult for me to identify
with her. She puts up with a lot of crap from her old crush Chris (towards the end of the book she basically
allows him to come extremely close to raping her and "likes" it, and then continues to associate with
him...huh???)
This definitely kept me from giving this a four star review, and I'm not sure if I will read the sequel because
it says that she is torn between a relationship with Chris or Max, and I'm not down with reading about her



being interested in a man who tried to rape her.

I just don't get the attraction once she learns who Chris truly is - what adult woman would seriously consider
a man who forced himself (not in a planned way) on her? Before that scene I was totally gung ho on the
novel, and then I got turned off. Not quite sure why the author chose to take that turn... I'm actually kinda
bummed, because I was into the story before the weird ending...

That being said, I DO like the way she writes (her style) and I would definitely check out other books she's
written.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Addictive
By Tez Miller
Maybe the hot weather that puts me in a bad mood is to blame, or maybe it's the book. Likely, both. Thus it's
difficult to review K. T. Grant's THE GATE without shouting or sweating, so have these lists:

ANNOYING TROPES
-Billionaire owns a BDSM club.
-Authors are best-sellers (rather than midlist).
-Virgin millionaire.
-Man declares woman "the one" the first time they root.
-Virgin and the switch are in love.
-Unprotected sex because virgins don't have diseases, and contraceptive pills ALWAYS work?

OVERALL PROBLEMS
-Info-dump via dialogue.
-Secondary character more interesting than main character. But then secondary character becomes less
interesting, too.
-Main character is relatable, but not likeable or interesting.
-All the emotions seem false, so the relationships aren't believable. Like a soap opera - stuff happens, but you
don't care.
-Blurred lines between rape and willing submission.
-Obvious foreshadowing.
-Main character's father just died, and her two d-bag men are fighting - verbally and physically - about her in
the hospital. Insensitive on so many counts.
-Main character playing at being dominant is so not believable, like a little kid playing dress-up. Pretending
to be a switch does not make you one. So this sequence is plain ridiculous.

All this said, should the sequel - like this - turn up on NetGalley, I will request it without hesitation. Because
like a soap opera, it's addictive.

See all 26 customer reviews...
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